Kyushu University Chikushi Area Campus Map

ACCESS

By Car
- The campus can only be entered from the Kasuga Gate on the Kasuga Park side.
  (The location of Kasuga Gate: Center left on the Campus map)

By JR
- Alight at Kagoshima Main Line Onojo Station (Rapid train station)
- Approximately 10 to 15 minutes from Hakata Station

By Nishitetsu (Private railway)
- Alight at Nishitetsu Tenjin-Omuta Line Shirakibaru Station, and walk for 15 minutes.
- Approximately 25 minutes from Tenjin.

From Fukuoka Airport
- Approximately 30 minutes by taxi.
- Alight at Hakata subway station and connect on to JR Kagoshima Main Line.
- Alight at Tenjin subway station and connect on to Nishitetsu Tenjin-Omuta Line.

INTERDISCIPLINARY GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING SCIENCES
KYUSHU UNIVERSITY

6-1 Kasuga-kouen, Kasuga 816-8580, Japan
Phone: 092-583-7502 Fax: 092-583-7060
inquiry@tj.kyushu-u.ac.jp
http://www.tj.kyushu-u.ac.jp/

Applied Science for Electronics and Materials
092-583-7612
office@asem.kyushu-u.ac.jp

Molecular and Material Sciences
092-583-7547
jimu@mm.kyushu-u.ac.jp

Advanced Energy Engineering Science
092-583-7562
jim@aees.kyushu-u.ac.jp

Energy and Environmental Engineering
092-583-7581
dee@ence.kyushu-u.ac.jp

Earth System Science and Technology
092-583-7558
jimu@esst.kyushu-u.ac.jp